Dilgo Khyentse Yangsi Rinpoche’s International Teaching Program

October and November 2017

Rinpoche will be teaching in the following countries in October/November. Contact details to register are included below. We hope you can attend!

SINGAPORE

01 OCT Dharma Talk, Lineage of a Good Heart

Contact, Rangjung Yeshe Oddiyana, Singapore: ryo.singapore@gmail.com

AUSTRALIA  Aloka Centre, Peats Ridge, NSW

07 OCT 2 PM Dharma Talk, Refuge and Bodhicitta
08 OCT 2 PM Dharma Talk, Dharma in Challenging Times
15 OCT 2 PM Longevity Empowerment of Tangtong Gyalpo

Contact, Aloka: https://yangsivisitamc.eventbrite.com

MALAYSIA  Kuala Lumpur
Ka-Nying Centre

23 OCT Guru Rinpoche, Thinly Nyingpo Empowerment
24 OCT Talk, Commitment to Practice

Contact, John: footfah.yuen@gmail.com

Yayasan Quan Yin

25-29 OCT Restricted program contact YGY for details
29 OCT Dharma Talk: How to Establish a Genuine Daily Practice

Contact, Yayasan Quanyin: drolmasweelai@hotmail.com
HONG KONG

01 Nov Dharma Talk: An Introduction to the Genuine Practice of Buddhism in Modern Times
02 Nov Manjushri Empowerment, Mawe Senge, and tri-lung (transmission and commentary) to the Praise to Manjushri, Kangloma
03, 04 Nov An introduction to the Actual Practice of Mind Training, Based on the 8 Verses of Mind Training

Contact, Shechen Foundation HK: shechenfoundationhk@gmail.com

MEXICO

Mexico City
08 Nov White Tara, Chime Pagma Nyingtik Empowerment
09 Nov Vajrakilaya Empowerment
10 Nov Talk on Guru Devotion
11 Nov Dharma Talk, The 4 Noble Truths

Enquiries: df@shechen.mx
Registration: https://eventoshechenmx.wixsite.com/dilgo-khyentse

Guadalajara
13 Nov Dharma Talk, Equanimity in hard times
14-15 Nov Teaching on Mipham’s Advice for Beginners
16-20 Nov Retreat in Chápala, Jalisco:
    There are 2 groups: one is for ngondro practitioners.
    Second group is open and the subject is “How to Cultivate Happiness”

Contact, Guadalajara: gdl@shechen.mx or retiro@shechen.com.mx
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